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FROM CHICAGO
Aesthetics, Industry, and Science
Hermann von Helmholtz and the Berlin Physical Society
M. Norton Wise

“Aesthetics, Industry, and Science is a brilliant, multi-faceted reframing of the emergence of modern Germany as a scientific, industrial, and military power. In what amounts to a historical ethnography of mid-19th century Berlin, Wise deftly decodes paintings, architectural forms, physics diagrams, and scientific instruments to reveal the dense connections among classicists, painters, physicists, philosophers, and engineers and their shared sense of the city’s future.”
—John Tresch, Warburg Institute, University of London
2018 432 p. 6 x 9 31 color plates, 73 halftones, 6 tables
7 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-53135-9 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

New Edition
The Scientific Revolution
Second Edition
Steven Shapin

“Shapin’s account is informed, nuanced, and articulated with clarity. . . . This is not to attack or devalue science but to reveal its richness as the human endeavor that it most surely is. . . . Shapin’s book is an impressive achievement.”
—Science
2018 256 p. 5½ x 8½

Now in Paperback
Alchemy and Authority in the Holy Roman Empire
Tara Nummedal

“This is a terrific study, accessible, based in concrete archival research, and well connected to contemporary discussions. It gives new direction to thinking about the role of alchemy in the social and cultural life of early modern Europe. By diffracting the light usually focused on prominent alchemical figures in the history of science and medicine, Nummedal adds a much needed cultural dimension to the understanding of how alchemical identities were shaped in early modern Europe and to how they in turn influenced the social and intellectual world around them.”
—Bulletin of the History of Medicine
2007 280 p. 6 x 9 13 halftones

The Secrets of Alchemy
Lawrence M. Principe

2013 288 p. 6 x 9 12 color plates, 23 halftones, 4 line drawings
Recipes and Everyday Knowledge
*Medicine, Science, and the Household in Early Modern England*

Elaine Leong

“*Recipes and Everyday Knowledge* is a game-changer for the study of medical recipes, bringing the whole area of scholarship to a new level of sophistication.”—Mary E. Fissell, The Johns Hopkins University

2018 288 p. 6 x 9 19 halftones

Thrifty Science
*Making the Most of Materials in the History of Experiment*

Simon Werrett

“Simon Werrett’s sprightly book documents the importance of repair, reuse, and recycling in early-modern science. By examining how materials and apparatus were continuously adapted for new uses, he shows how scientific experiment was part of domestic economy. . . . The book will appeal both to historians and to those who are concerned about the sustainability of today’s scientific practices.”—Jan Golinski, University of New Hampshire

2019 304 p. 6 x 9 22 halftones
14 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-61025-2 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Sweet Science
*Romantic Materialism and the New Logics of Life*

Amanda Jo Goldstein

“This is a field-changing book. Both original and gripping, the arguments *Sweet Science* mounts will alter how we think about poetry and science, the figurative language of poetry, and how poetry becomes . . . a genuinely scientific mode of knowing.”—Jon Klancher, Carnegie Mellon University

2017 336 p. 6 x 9 18 halftones

The Young Descartes
*Nobility, Rumor, and War*

Harold J. Cook

“As a skilled historian, Cook brings a good deal of archival and other material to bear on the matter. The cast of characters in his chronologically limited and relatively short narrative is impressive. Right or wrong, if Harold Cook’s reading succeeds in drawing our attention beyond the theses and arguments of Descartes’s treatises to their historical contexts and his personal engagements, then it will force us to reconsider once again just who this great thinker really was.”—Times Literary Supplement

2018 288 p. 6 x 9 14 halftones, 2 line drawings
17 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-46296-7 $35.00 Your Price: $28.00

Burned Alive
*Bruno, Galileo and the Inquisition*

Alberto A. Martínez

In *Burned Alive*, Alberto A. Martínez draws on new evidence to claim that the philosopher and cosmologist Giordano Bruno’s cosmological beliefs—that the stars are suns surrounded by planetary worlds like our own, and that the Earth moves because it has a soul—were indeed the primary factor in his condemnation. Challenging the accepted history of astronomy to reveal Bruno as a true innovator whose contributions to the science predate those of Galileo, this book shows that it was cosmology, not theology, that led Bruno to his death.

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2018 304 p. 6 1/4 x 9 1/4 21 halftones
18 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-896-8 $40.00 NSA Your Price: $32.00

The Pursuit of Harmony
*Kepler on Cosmos, Confession, and Community*

Aviva Rothman

2017 336 p. 6 x 9 18 halftones
19 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-49697-9 $55.00 Your Price: $44.00
The Scientific Journal
*Authorship and the Politics of Knowledge in the Nineteenth Century*
Alex Csiszar

“Amid fresh convulsions in scholarly publishing, much here resonates — not least, how commercial interests have shaped science communication almost from the start.” — *Nature*

“[F]ascinating and carefully researched . . . . This timely book challenges our notion of the traditional scientific journal by showing that it was the result of a long and complex historical process and much controversy.” — *Times Higher Education*

2018 368 p. 6 x 9 41 halftones
20 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-55323-8 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

The Refracted Muse
*Literature and Optics in Early Modern Spain*
Enrique García Santo-Tomas

Translated by Vincent Barletta

“An immensely erudite and suggestive book, *The Refracted Muse* is not only a major contribution to the development of Spanish literature but also to the intersection between literature, astronomy, and optics.” — Frederick de Armas, University of Chicago

2017 320 p. 6 x 9 11 halftones

From Sight to Light
*The Passage from Ancient to Modern Optics*
A. Mark Smith

“A magisterial history of optics over the course of two millennia . . . This is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of sight, vision, light, and the study thereof.” — *New Books in Science, Technology, and Society*

2014 480 p. 6 x 9 41 halftones, 58 line drawings

The X Club
*Power and Authority in Victorian Science*
Ruth Barton

“For decades in the late 1800s, nine scientific luminaries (among them biologist Thomas Henry Huxley and botanist Joseph Dalton Hooker) dined together as members of the ‘X Club.’ This socio-economically diverse group, formed in part to promote Charles Darwin’s achievements, is a telling case study in the dynamics of Victorian class and science. Historian Ruth Barton’s magisterial chronicle traces the careers of the “X-men” and their agile promotion of science; Huxley, in particular, emerges vividly as wily, belligerent, and obstructive to women entering science.” — *Nature*

2018 576 p. 6 x 9 33 halftones, 3 tables
23 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-55161-6 $55.00 Your Price: $44.00

Isaac Newton and Natural Philosophy
Niccolò Guicciardini

“In this elegant and perceptive biography, one of the leading scholars of Isaac Newton’s career provides a clear and often startling summary of the life of one of the greatest early modern scholars and philosophers of nature. With considerable intellectual balance and literary vigour, this book explores the full range of Newton’s achievements.”

— Simon Schaffer, University of Cambridge

Distributed for Reaktion Books

2018 272 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 12 color plates, 31 halftones
24 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-906-4 $22.50 NSA Your Price: $18.00

Before Voltaire
*The French Origins of “Newtonian” Mechanics, 1680-1715*
J.B. Shank

2018 484 p. 6 x 9 9 halftones, 2 line drawings
25 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-50929-7 $55.00 Your Price: $44.00
Climate in Motion  
Science, Empire, and the Problem of Scale  
Deborah R. Coen

“Climate in Motion reveals how the conceptual underpinning of our modern climate science—the zooming in and out of scale from detail to grand pattern—emerged from a surprising and seemingly dusty source: the perceptions and politics of the scientists of Austria-Hungary. Dazzling yet down-to-earth, the writing sparkles with precise insight. Every historian of science and environmental historian should read this book.”—Convery Bolton Valencius, Boston College

2018 464 p. 6 x 9 5 color plates, 45 halftones  
$40.00  Your Price: $32.00

Bloomsbury Scientists  
Science and Art in the Wake of Darwin  
Michael Boulter

This book tells the story of the network of scientists living amid the writers and artists in that single square mile of London immediately before and after World War I. Michael Boulter weaves together Bloomsbury’s multidisciplinary narratives of genetics, ecology, postimpressionism, and literature, and draws intricate connections through the friendships, grievances, quarrels, and affections of the movement’s key players. Bloomsbury Scientists offers a fresh perspective on this history at a time when the complex relationship between science and art continues to be debated.

Distributed for UCL Press  
2017 198 p. 6 x 9 1/4 18 illustrations  
$35.00 NAM  Your Price: $28.00  

Darwin’s Evolving Identity  
Adventure, Ambition, and the Sin of Speculation  
Alistair Sponsel

“Hayek’s defense of free societies has recently regained much attention. In this magnificent book Naomi Beck presents a rich and illuminating analysis of how Hayek’s ideas were formed. Her critical reconstruction is a must-read for everyone interested in an authentic portrayal of this great twentieth-century thinker.”—Ulrich Witt, Max Planck Institute of Economics, Jena

2018 208 p. 6 x 9  
$40.00  Your Price: $32.00

Germany’s Ancient Pasts  
Archaeology and Historical Interpretation since 1700  
Brent Maner

“This is a very fine book, based on rich and deep research. Germany’s Ancient Pasts provides a useful synthesis and overview of the development of what Maner calls ‘domestic’ archaeology, a field that embraces prehistory (Vorgeschichte), proto-history (Frühgeschichte), and also geology, ethnography, folklore studies, and physical anthropology. . . . Maner’s book tells an important and nuanced story about why it is that Germans, like other Europeans, became so involved in the excavation, collection, and exhibition of artifacts in the years after Napoleon’s demise.”—Suzanne L. Marchand, Louisiana State University

2018 336 p. 6 x 9 8 halftones  
$40.00  Your Price: $32.00

The Gestation of German Biology  
Philosophy and Physiology from Stahl to Schelling  
John H. Zammito

2017 560 p. 6 x 9  
$45.00  Your Price: $36.00
This Land Is Your Land
The Story of Field Biology in America
Michael J. Lannoo

“An original, absolutely fascinating book. Lannoo has given us an extraordinary gift: the inspirational story of one hundred fifty years’ worth of field biology in North America and what the ideas and actions of hardworking, brilliant biologists (many with charismatic, dominant personalities) have meant to the world—a global network of natural areas and environmental protection legislation. I predict This Land Is Your Land will be a classic narrative of American field biology far into the future.”—Marty Crump, author of Eye of Newt and Toe of Frog, Adder’s Fork and Lizard’s Leg

2018 304 p. 6 x 9 46 halftones, 9 line drawings, 1 table
Your Price: $24.00

Climate in the Age of Empire
Weather Observers in Colonial Canada
Victoria C. Slonosky

Though efforts to understand human-caused climate change have intensified in recent decades, weather observers have been paying close attention to changes in climate for centuries. This book offers a close look at that work as it was practiced in Canada since colonial times. Victoria C. Slonosky shows how weather observers throughout Canada who had been trained in the scientific tradition inherited from their European forebears built a scientific community and amassed a remarkable body of detailed knowledge about Canada’s climate and its fluctuations, all rooted in firsthand observation.

Distributed for the American Meteorological Society
2014 456 p. 6 x 9 23 halftones, 2 line drawings
Your Price: $31.20

Looking Forward
Prediction and Uncertainty in Modern America
Jamie L. Pietruska

“Looking Forward is an original and brilliant history of the culture of prediction in the rise of modern America. In a book deeply researched, beautifully written, and brimming with insight, Pietruska shows how Americans of all kinds first learned to forecast the future, but also to live with the inescapable condition of uncertainty in modern life.”—Jon Levy, University of Chicago

2017 288 p. 6 x 9.22 halftones
Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-47500-4 $45.00
Your Price: $36.00

Now in Paperback
Life on Display
Revolutionizing U.S. Museums of Science and Natural History in the Twentieth Century
Karen A. Rader and Victoria E. M. Cain

“Rader and Cain utilize a rich, wide-ranging set of institutional records from various natural history/science museums to examine the debates among museum professionals. . . . Essential.”—Choice

2014 456 p. 6 x 9 23 halftones, 2 line drawings
Your Price: $24.00

Now in Paperback
How Our Days Became Numbered
Risk and the Rise of the Statistical Individual
Dan Bouk

“Bouk’s excellent How Our Days Became Numbered takes us back to the terrain of insurance, where he explores the technologies and calculations that actuaries, executives, and doctors used to transform individuals into ‘risks.’”—American Quarterly

2015 328 p. 6 x 9 21 halftones
Your Price: $24.00
Dreamers, Visionaries, and Revolutionaries in the Life Sciences
Edited by Oren Harman and Michael R. Dietrich
“This compelling edited volume explores the work of 19 innovators, including Iranian-American cancer researcher Mina Bissell, who studies tumour microenvironments; Canadian John Todd, who engineered solar aquatic sewage treatment; and Peter Kropotkin, the Russian biologist who championed mutualism in nature during the Darwinian revolution.”—Nature
2018 336 p. 6 x 9 20 halftones, 7 line drawings
37 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-56990-1 $40.00 Your Price: $32.00

The Lost Species
Great Expeditions in the Collections of Natural History Museums
Christopher Kemp
“An unexpectedly delightful and rewarding jaunt into once-cherished, now-decaying living history.”—Wall Street Journal
2017 256 p. 6 x 9 25 halftones

The Ark and Beyond
The Evolution of Zoo and Aquarium Conservation
Edited by Ben Minteer, Jane Maienschein, and James P. Collins
With a Foreword by George Rabb
“In an age of extinction, ‘wild’ places are increasingly being managed like zoos. What role do actual zoos and aquariums have to play? The Ark and Beyond looks at this question from all angles; the result is both informative and thought-provoking.”—Elizabeth Kolbert, author of The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History
Convening Science: Discovery at the Marine Biological Laboratory
2018 528 p. 6 x 9 51 halftones, 6 tables

The Postgenomic Condition
Ethics, Justice, and Knowledge after the Genome
Jenny Reardon
“Reardon lays out a bold vision for genomics’s potential. She probes the value of the human genome from a utilitarian perspective, contending that human DNA and data constitute the raw resource of our times: a commodity whose value is to be quantified as biocapital. Thus, the postgenomic condition is about using information and knowledge as the currency from which to build a ‘genomics that is of, for, and by the people’.”—Nature
2017 304 p. 6 x 9 19 halftones

Now in Paperback
How to Tame a Fox (and Build a Dog)
Visionary Scientists and a Siberian Tale of Jump-Started Evolution
Lee Alan Dugatkin and Lyudmila Trut
“Profound insights into how dogs evolved from wolves come from a remarkable, multidecade experiment on foxes that was carried out under the supervision of the Russian geneticist Dmitri Belyaev from the 1950s onward. Because much of the research was published in Russian, How to Tame a Fox, which is cowritten by Lyudmila Trut—a central figure in the project over many decades—will be widely welcomed for the extraordinary detail it contains.”—New York Review of Books
2017 240 p. 6 x 9 17 color plates

Most University of Chicago Press titles are also in e-book form. See Back cover.
Visions of Cell Biology
*Reflections Inspired by Cowdry’s “General Cytology”*
Edited by Karl S. Matlin, Jane Maienschein, and Manfred D. Laubichler
“This very readable, wonderfully researched, and thought-provoking book provides a rich historical context for the birth of modern cell biology. . . . While it seems somewhat paradoxical to suggest that a book about a ninety-year-old book is timely, it is nonetheless quite accurate. . . . A delightful synthesis of cell biology and history and philosophy of science.”—Michael J. Caplan, Yale School of Medicine

Convening Science: Discovery at the Marine Biological Laboratory
2018 400 p. 6 x 9 28 halftones, 28 line drawings, 2 tables
42 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-52051-3 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Now in Paperback
The Great Cat and Dog Massacre
*The Real Story of World War Two’s Unknown Tragedy*
Hilda Kean
“Kean’s reconstruction of the unnecessary slaughter of hundreds of thousands of pet animals at the outbreak of war will live long in the reader’s memory. But it is matched by her meticulous recovery of the changing aspect of animal-human relations throughout the remaining six years of conflict.”—Jerry White, author of *London in the Twentieth Century: A City and Its People*

Animal Lives
2017 248 p. 6 x 9 30 halftones

The Third Lens
*Metaphor and the Creation of Modern Cell Biology*
Andrew S. Reynolds
“Brief, admirably lucid. . . . His example should be an encouragement to explore other fields in the same way.”—*Times Higher Education*

“A rich and engaging tour of the role of metaphor in the history of cell biology.”—Evelyn F. Keller, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

2018 272 p. 6 x 9 17 halftones

The Gene
*From Genetics to Postgenomics*
Hans-Jörg Rheinberger and Staffan Müller-Wille
Translated by Adam Bostanci
“For anyone who wants to understand the various subtly intertwined meanings of the word ‘gene’ and where these came from, this is the book to read.”—John Dupré, University of Exeter

2017 176 p. 6 x 9

The Restless Clock
*A History of the Centuries-Long Argument over What Makes Living Things Tick*
Jessica Riskin
“The Restless Clock is a sweeping survey of the search for answers to the mystery of life. Riskin writes with clarity and wit, and the breadth of her scholarship is breathtaking.”—*Times Higher Education*

2016 544 p. 6 x 9 9 color plates, 51 halftones

Uncomfortable Situations
*Emotion between Science and the Humanities*
Daniel M. Gross
2017 208 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones, 1 line drawing
44 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-48503-4 $40.00 Your Price: $32.00
Culture and the Course of Human Evolution
Gary Tomlinson

Tomlinson places front and center the emergence of culture and the human capacities to create it, in a fashion that expands the conceptual framework of recent evolutionary theory. His wide-ranging vision encompasses arguments on the development of music, modern technology, and metaphysics. At the heart of these developments, he shows, are transformations in our species’ particular knack for sign-making. With its innovative synthesis of humanistic and scientific ideas, this book will be an essential text.

The Dancing Bees
Karl von Frisch and the Discovery of the Honeybee Language
Tania Munz

“The book is a biography of a remarkable and gifted scientist whose work proved foundational for the discipline of comparative physiology, but it is also much more than that. . . . In this engaging and accessible book, Munz shows that there is often more to such stories than meets the eye.”—Science

The Territories of Science and Religion
Peter Harrison

Stand Up Straight!
A History of Posture
Sander L. Gilman

“Ambitious. . . . Gilman’s multidisciplinary approach draws on theology, philosophy, the military, medicine, and art. . . . What he demonstrates so successfully is that any history of posture is always a history of perception. The title’s bold imperative is a command barked at those whose posture supposedly imperils the nation, causes moral degeneration, or decreases productivity. He has produced a valuable book.”—Times Higher Education

A Final Story
Science, Myth, and Beginnings
Nasser Zakariya

“Nasser Zakariya has written an insightful, erudite, historical account of generalist scholars—the lumpers—who have tried mainly over the past century to unify science amidst the majority of specialist researchers—the splitters. Of course, both lumpers and splitters are needed to gain ever-better approximations of reality, and Zakariya does a credible job relating the progress of the natural-science synthesizers. Highly recommended to anyone seriously interested in the broadest view of the biggest picture.”—Eric J. Chaisson, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

Race and Photography
Racial Photography as Scientific Evidence, 1876-1980
Amos Morris-Reich

2017 320 p. 6 x 9 72 halftones

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2018 424 p. 6 1/4 x 9 1/4 121 halftones
53 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-924-8 $40.00 NSA Your Price: $32.00
Model Behavior
Animal Experiments, Complexity, and the Genetics of Psychiatric Disorders
Nicole C. Nelson

“In Model Behavior, historian of science Nicole Nelson turns the spotlight on [scientists] for a change. Like an anthropologist facing a new tribe, Nelson focuses her keen analytical mind on a US team researching the genetics of alcoholism in mice. The result is a stimulating and challenging exploration of science, and of how social scientists think about science.”

—New Scientist

The Invention of Madness
State, Society, and the Insane in Modern China
Emily Baum

“The Invention of Madness offers refreshing new perspectives on a topic that has been surprisingly understudied—the diverging ways in which mental illness was understood, managed, and experienced in China in the first half of the twentieth century. . . . [T]his excellent book is anchored by a deep and comprehensive bibliography of scholarship on modern Chinese history, the history of Chinese medicine, and the comparative history of psychology and psychiatry.”

—Carol A. Benedict, Georgetown University

The Human Body in the Age of Catastrophe
Brittleness, Integration, Science, and the Great War
Stefanos Geroulanos and Todd Meyers

“A shared concept of human individuality lies at the heart of intellectual traditions as varied as psychoanalysis, cybernetics, and medical humanism: an individuality knowable only at the moment of its collapse. This is the remarkable argument of The Human Body in the Age of Catastrophe, a provocative and poignant book, and one that will be essential reading for historians of modern science and medicine.”

—Deborah Coen, Yale University

The Forgotten Sense
Meditations on Touch
Pablo Maurette

“This beautiful book discovers the haptic sense, pressing close and taking the shape of its object, woven into Western literature from its earliest days. Maurette deftly unfolds and refolds history so that his thrilling discoveries—from Epicurean atomism to a sixteenth century dialogue on kissing to Marinetti’s ill-fated tactile manifesto—arrive to us as though nested side by side.”

—Laura U. Marks, author of Touch: Sensuous Theory and Multisensory Media

Life on Ice
A History of New Uses for Cold Blood
Joanna Radin

“[The author’s] sharply original history focuses on serum collected from indigenous communities and frozen during the cold war. Some samples have had a starry afterlife: one from the Belgian Congo, taken in 1959, later became the oldest trace of HIV/AIDS on record. Radin sweeps from the emergence of cryonics to the rise of genomics — and from burning ethical debates over indigenous rights to ancestral remains.”

—Nature

Pain, Pleasure, and the Greater Good
From the Panopticon to the Skinner Box and Beyond
Cathy Gere

2017 304 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones 60 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-50185-7 $30.00 Your Price: $24.00
Visualizing Disease
_The Art and History of Pathological Illustrations_
Domenico Bertoloni Meli

“Bertoloni Meli presents a well-researched, comprehensive treatment of what might be called a historical account of medical disease illustration and its contribution to the advancement of medicine. . . . The use of color in the illustrations increased their usefulness and value, and they soon found a natural home in scientific books and articles. Illustrations of cutaneous diseases provided ideal samples for study of the natural progression of a disease. Multiple examples of early illustrations are found in the text, with the artists themselves identified. . . . Highly recommended.”—Choice
2017 288 p. 7 x 10 36 color plates, 36 halftones
64 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-11029-5 $55.00 Your Price: $44.00

Immunization
_How Vaccines became Controversial_
Stuart Blume

“Blume grapples with the hot-button topic of immunization programs and public resistance to them in this persuasive, challenging chronicle of how vaccines improved human health—and the pharmaceutical industry’s bottom line. . . . Blume’s crucial history illustrates that vaccines have saved countless lives, but they must win the confidence of those who don’t recognize their universal benefit.”—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
Distributed for Reaktion Books
2017 288 p. 6 x 9
64 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-837-1 $30.00 NSA Your Price: $24.00

Getting to Zero
_A Doctor and a Diplomat on the Ebola Frontline_
Sinead Walsh and Oliver Johnson

“In Getting to Zero, the duo show how a litany of mistakes made in distant offices in New York, Washington, London and Geneva, combined with poor leadership in Sierra Leone and a weak health service, created a catastrophe that could have been prevented.”—Guardian

“Hundreds of reports have been written on the 2014 epidemic but none is nearly as insightful, compassionate or unsparing as this.”—Irish Times
Distributed for Zed Books
2018 352 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

The Beautiful Cure
_The Revolution in Immunology and What It Means for Your Health_
Daniel M. Davis

“A terrific book by a consummate storyteller and scientific expert considers the past and future of the body’s ability to fight disease and heal itself. . . . We should all pay more attention to understanding the barricades that evolution has provided us with, that we have learned to train, because this war is endless. _The Beautiful Cure_ is a worthy guide.”—Guardian
2018 256 p. 6 x 9
61 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-37100-9 $25.00 USA Your Price: $20.00

Tangled Diagnoses
_Prenatal Testing, Women, and Risk_
Ilana Löwy

_Tangled Diagnoses_ examines the multiple consequences of the widespread diffusion of prenatal testing, which, Ilana Löwy argues, has become mainly a risk-management technology—the goal of which is to prevent inborn impairments, ideally through the development of efficient therapies but in practice mainly through the prevention of the birth of children with such impairments. This book will be of interest to anyone concerned with the sociopolitical conditions of biomedical innovation, the politics of women’s bodies, disability, and the ethics of modern medicine.
2018 352 p. 6 x 9 16 halftones

Patient Zero and the Making of the AIDS Epidemic
Richard A. McKay

2017 400 p. 6 x 9 23 halftones, 8 line drawings, 2 tables
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_Visualizing Disease_
Critical Terms for Animal Studies
Edited by Lori Gruen

“This book’s standout feature is its analysis of animal studies terms across a wide array of disciplines and theoretical perspectives, ranging from anthropology and activism to biology and law. Although animal studies has been interdisciplinary from its beginnings, this volume considerably expands and deepens that interdisciplinary vision. Lori Gruen is a highly-recognized and well-respected scholar in the field and has brought together a superb mix of authors who represent the very best of the established discourse and the most exciting members of the new generation.”—Matthew Calarco, California State University, Fullerton

2018 448 p. 6 x 9 1 figure, 1 table

Abundant Earth
Toward an Ecological Civilization
Eileen Crist

In Abundant Earth, Eileen Crist not only documents the rising tide of biodiversity loss, but also lays out the drivers of this wholesale destruction and how we can push past them. Looking beyond the familiar litany of causes—a large and growing human population, rising livestock numbers, expanding economies and international trade, and spreading infrastructures and incursions upon wildlands—she asks the key question: if we know human expansionism is to blame for this ecological crisis, why are we not taking the needed steps to halt our expansionism?

2019 288 p. 6 x 9 3 halftones

Ground Truth
A Guide to Tracking Climate Change at Home
Mark L. Hineline

“Ground Truth is . . . a unique DIY manual for becoming attuned to the rhythms of the natural world, for reading the signs of changing climate before our eyes, at home, and in our communities. In learning, with this book, how to take the pulse of our planet, we better appreciate that we, too, are part of Earth’s living, breathing web of life, and how our actions affect its vital signs.”—James T. Costa, author of Darwin’s Backyard: How Small Experiments Led to a Big Theory

2018 240 p. 6 x 9 30 halftones

This Radical Land
A Natural History of American Dissent
Daegan Miller

2018 336 p. 6 x 9 44 halftones
72 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-33614-5 $30.00 Your Price: $24.00
12 Environmental Science

Greening the Alliance
The Diplomacy of NATO’s Science and Environmental Initiatives
Simone Turchetti
Following the launch of Sputnik, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization became a prominent sponsor of scientific research in its member countries, a role it retained until the end of the Cold War. As NATO marks sixty years since the establishment of its Science Committee, the main organizational force promoting its science programs, Greening the Alliance is the first book to chart NATO’s scientific patronage—and the motivations behind it. Reflecting on this rich, complicated legacy in light of contemporary global challenges like climate change, Turchetti offers both an eye-opening history of international politics and environmental studies and a thoughtful assessment of NATO’s future.

2018 256 p. 6 x 9 19 halftones

Moral Entanglements
Conserving Birds in Britain and Germany
Stefan Bargheer
“A revolutionary book. Bargheer uses a wonderfully interesting and meticulously analyzed pair of cases to recover and elaborate a Deweyan theory of morality and play. The brilliant insight of his theory is matched by the beguiling character of his empirical evidence, both the historical data of the earlier period and the interview data that brings the analysis into the present. At once easy to read and intellectually powerful, the book will transform sociological approaches to morality.”—Andrew Abbott, University of Chicago

2018 336 p. 6 x 9 17 halftones, 1 line drawing
76 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-54771-8 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

The Ethnobotany of Eden
Rethinking the Jungle Medicine Narrative
Robert A. Voeks
“Voeks provides a rich historical and contemporary account of the narratives constructed around the West’s conflicted love-and-fear relationship with tropical forests and their inhabitants. This eloquent book presents the reader with a mirror that reveals the solipsistic face of the intellectual North, a face more than ready to forget about, and trample on, the rights of those who inhabit tropical regions rich in plants but lacking access to mainstream economy. . . . It is a narrative that will draw the reader into a book that is scientifically compelling and successfully bridges the humanities and natural sciences. Bravo!”—Ina Vandebroek, New York Botanical Garden

2018 328 p. 6 x 9 49 halftones
74 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-54771-8 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Discerning Experts
The Practices of Scientific Assessment for Environmental Policy
Michael Oppenheimer, Naomi Oreskes, Dale Jamieson, Kees Brenssle, Jessica O’Reilly, Matthew Shindell, and Milena Wazeck
Discerning Experts examines three sets of landmark environmental assessments involving acid rain, ozone depletion, and sea level rise, exploring how experts judge scientific evidence and determine what the scientific facts are. The three case studies also explore how scientists come to agreement on contested issues, why consensus is considered important, and what factors contribute to confusion, bias, and error, and how scientists understand and navigate the boundaries between science and policy. The authors also suggest strategies for improving the assessment process.

2019 304 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone, 8 line drawings, 11 tables
Engineering the Eternal City
Infrastructure, Topography, and the Culture of Knowledge in Late Sixteenth-Century Rome
Pamela Long

“Pamela Long’s wonderful book brings the reader into the streets and squares of late Renaissance Rome, and recreates the lost cultures of knowledge and practice that took shape there. She shows in vivid detail how scholars and engineers, artists and prelates struggled to recreate ancient Rome and rebuild the infrastructure of the modern city.”—Anthony T. Grafton, Princeton University

2018 368 p. 7 x 10 73 halftones
78 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-59128-5 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

How Knowledge Moves
Writing the Transnational History of Science and Technology
Edited by John Krige

This volume of essays by historians of science and technology breaks the national framework in which histories are often written. Instead, How Knowledge Moves takes knowledge as its central object, with the goal of unraveling the relationships among people, ideas, and things that arise when they cross national borders. By concentrating on the conditions that allow for knowledge movement, these essays explore travel and exchange in face-to-face encounters and show how border-crossings mobilize extensive bureaucratic technologies.

2019 408 p. 6 x 9 13 halftones
77 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-60599-9 $40.00 Your Price: $32.00

Making Time
Astronomical Time Measurement in Tokugawa Japan
Yulia Frumer

Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute

2018 272 p. 6 x 9 10 color plates, 40 halftones, 5 line drawings
79 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-51644-8 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Technology
Critical History of a Concept
Eric Schatzberg

“This book is thoroughly researched, thoughtfully conceived, carefully structured, and provides real insight into the conceptual origins and genealogy of the term ‘technology.’ Schatzberg stretches his coverage from the ancient world to the present day. This immensely satisfying piece of historical scholarship deserves wide readership.”—Thomas J. Misa, University of Minnesota

2018 336 p. 6 x 9 3 line drawings
80 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-58397-6 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Now in Paperback
Why the Wheel Is Round
Muscles, Technology, and How We Make Things Move
Steven Vogel

“Biomechanist Vogel . . . succeeds once again in turning engineers, biologists and the general public onto the beauty, complexity and approachability of his field. He spins an 11-part tale of circular motion that ranges from rotation in biology to rotation driven by biology . . . . Mixing findings in his own field with those from mechanics, dynamics and historical analysis, he creates a delightful perspective on the wonders of whirl.”—Nature

“A brilliant history of technology. . . . This is a wonderful book, in the literal sense of the word, full of wonders of nature, human invention, history and the sheer joy of looking at the world through the eyes of a keen—and amiable—scientific observer.”—Wall Street Journal

2016 344 p. 6 x 9 81 halftones, 64 line drawings
81 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-38103-9 $35.00 Your Price: $28.00
The TVs of Tomorrow
How RCA’s Flat-Screen Dreams Led to the First LCDs
Benjamin Gross

“Exquisitely researched and illustrated. . . . This story of industrial science and technology is an important contribution to our understanding of the black mirrors with which we have added a new layer of electronic reality to the old, and within which so much of contemporary life is lived.”—David C. Brock, Director of the Center for Software History at the Computer History Museum

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2017 256 p. 6 x 8 4/8 43 halftones
86 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-758-9 $30.00 NSA Your Price: $24.00

Ada Lovelace
The Making of a Computer Scientist
Christopher Hollings, Ursula Martin and Adrian Rice

“It’s so easy, given our current desire to turn Lovelace into a poster girl for women in science, to lose sight of the exact flavour of her talent. Christopher Hollins et al. conclude that, while she was a promising mathematician, her particular genius lay in her ability to make imaginative leaps between parts of the mathematical universe that were, according to her pleased observation, ‘seldom or never brought into juxtaposition.’”—Guardian

Distributed for the Bodleian Library
2018 128 p. 6 3/4 x 9 5/8 65 illustrations
84 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-85124-488-1 $35.00 NAM Your Price: $28.00

Ways of Making and Knowing
The Material Culture of Empirical Knowledge
Edited by Pamela H. Smith, Amy R. W. Meyers, and Harold J. Cook

Distributed for Bard Graduate Center
2017 430 p. 6 x 9 1/2 color plates, 2 tables
85 Paper ISBN: 978-1-941792-11-7 $35.00 Your Price: $28.00

The Joy of Sets
A Short History of the Television
Chris Horrocks

“Horrocks offers a glimpse into how television sets developed from the meeting between technology and culture, becoming both familiar and alien objects in our lives. He asks that we look more closely at them and, in doing so, see them afresh. At a juncture when the future of the television set is being called into question with the arrival of smaller, portable screens, this is a timely contribution. Dotted with interesting vignettes, The Joy of Sets is a wide-ranging and well-researched book, which provides an unconventional perspective on TV.”—Times Higher Education

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2017 256 p. 6 x 8 4/8 50 color plates, 50 halftones
86 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-751-0 $27.00 NSA Your Price: $21.60

Refrigerator
The Story of Cool in the Kitchen
Helen Peavitt
Published in association with the Science Museum, London

“Peavitt’s multifaceted exploration of domestic refrigeration is a worthy and entertaining read, enriched by an extensive collection of historical photographs, illustrations, and advertisements. Her discussions of the technology involved are elegant and illuminating, as are her descriptions of the myriad ways in which domestic refrigeration influenced (and still influences) culture, in the kitchen and well beyond.”—American Scientist

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2017 208 p. 6 x 9 1/2 50 color plates, 50 halftones
87 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-751-0 $27.00 NSA Your Price: $21.60

The Many Lives of Carbon
Dag Olav Hessen
Translated by Kerri Pierce

“Hessen describes in great detail how carbon cycles work, starting with a history of how the earth was formed and life began. His story ends with close examination of our modern ways of living—and their heavy carbon footprints. . . . [A] timely science book.”—Booklist

“A book steeped in hard science and thus not motivated by emotion, alarmism, or the taking of sides. Hessen provides the type of insight that only a pure scientist can provide.”—Energy Collective

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2018 272 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 20 halftones
88 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-851-7 $29.00 NSA Your Price: $23.20
How to Lie with Maps, Third Edition
Mark Monmonier

“Still a bible for cartographers.” —Financial Times
Praise for a previous edition:
“A useful guide to a subject most people probably take too much for granted. It shows how map makers translate abstract data into eye-catching cartograms, as they are called. It combat cartographic illiteracy. It fights cartophobia. It may even teach you to find your way. For that alone it seems worthwhile.” —New York Times
2018 256 p. 5$$\frac{1}{2}$$ x 8$$\frac{1}{2}$$ 16 color plates, 110 halftones

Now in Paperback
After the Map
Cartography, Navigation, and the Transformation of Territory in the Twentieth Century
William Rankin

“This ambitious and detailed book, elegantly written and illustrated, offers a history of the mapping sciences—or, more precisely, “geographic tools” and “geo-epistemology”—in the 20th century. . . . Rankin clearly possesses a formidable understanding of his subject, and approaches maps and related technologies with a delightful precision.” —Choice
2016 416 p. 7 x 10 13 color plates, 144 halftones
90 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-60053-6 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Decolonizing the Map
Cartography from Colony to Nation
Edited by James R. Akerman
The Kenneth Nebenzahl Jr. Lectures in the History of Cartography
2017 392 p. 7 x 10 121 halftones, 1 table
91 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-42278-7 $65.00 Your Price: $52.00

Lost Maps of the Caliphs
Drawing the World in Eleventh-Century Cairo
Yossef Rapoport and Emilie Savage-Smith

“This book starts with an exciting account of the discovery of the manuscript of the Book of Curiosities and the growing realization of its importance, a great story in itself. . . . [It] is the first scholarly discussion of the maps, their sources, and their place in the history of Arab cartography. At every level it reaffirms the importance of the work. The two authors . . . explain the maps with exemplary scholarship and lucidity. Like the manuscript itself, this companion volume vastly enhances our understanding of the classical Arabic world view in all its rich complexity.” —Hugh N. Kennedy, University of London
2018 368 p. 6 x 9 25 color plates, 89 halftones
92 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-54088-7 $55.00 COBE Your Price: $44.00

A History of America in 100 Maps
Susan Schulten

Susan Schulten uses maps to explore five centuries of American history, from the voyages of European discovery to the digital age. The book showcases the power of cartography to illuminate and complicate our understanding of the past. Audacious in scope and charming in execution, this collection of one hundred full-color maps offers an imaginative and visually engaging tour of American history that will show readers a new way of navigating their own worlds.
2018 256 p. 8$$\frac{1}{2}$$ x 11 120 color plates
93 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-45861-8 $35.00 NSA Your Price: $28.00

Medieval Islamic Maps
An Exploration
Karen C. Pinto
2018 384 p. 7 x 10 162 color plates
94 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-12696-8 $60.00 Your Price: $48.00
Rainbows
Nature and Culture
Daniel MacCannell

The scientific “discovery” of the rainbow is a remarkable tale, taking in ancient Greece and Rome, medieval Persia, and Islamic Spain. In the twentieth century, the rainbow emerged as kitsch, arcing from the musical film version of The Wizard of Oz to 1980s sitcoms and children’s cartoons. Illustrated throughout in prismatic color, MacCannell’s Rainbows explores the full spectrum of rainbows’ nature and meaning, offering insight into what rainbows are and how they work, how we arrived at our current scientific understanding of the phenomenon.

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2018 208 p. 5/4 × 8 1/4 90 color plates, 10 halftones

Now in Paperback
Make It Rain
State Control of the Atmosphere in Twentieth-Century America
Kristine C. Harper

“Harper provides a detailed analysis of government involvement in attempts to force or prevent rain, disperse fog, increase snowpack, etc., from the late 19th century through the 1980s. These attempts were regarded by many as ‘fringe’ science at best, engaged by crackpots or con artists. However, serious problems with foggy airfields, drought, flooding, and hurricanes led to interest and funding from some mainstream scientists, governmental agencies, and legislators. . . . Recommended.”—Choice

2017 304 p. 6 x 9 30 halftones, 4 tables

Five Photons
Remarkable Journeys of Light Across Space and Time
James Geach

“With his elegant, supremely clear writing, Geach has succeeded at creating both a state-of-the-art cosmic overview and a rather wonderful meditation on the nature of our reality.”—Caleb Scharf, author of The Zoomable Universe

“Geach’s beautiful cosmic biography takes readers on a sweeping tour of all that was, is, and ever will be. Five Photons is as elegant as it is enlightening.”—Lee Billings, author of Five Billion Years of Solitude

Distributed for Reaktion Books
2018 192 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 35 halftones
99 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-991-0 $40.00 NSA Your Price: $32.00

Verner Suomi
The Life and Work of the Founder of Satellite Meteorology
John M. Lewis et al.

Drawing on personal letters and oral histories, the book presents a rounded picture of the man who launched the field of satellite meteorology.

Distributed for the American Meteorological Society
2018 168 p. 6 x 9 30 halftones, 30 line drawings
100 Paper ISBN: 978-1-944970-22-2 $30.00 NSA Your Price: $24.00

Most University of Chicago Press titles are also in e-book form. See Back cover.
The Moral Meaning of Nature
Nietzsche’s Darwinian Religion and Its Critics
Peter J. Woodford

“Peter Woodford raises the question of the impact of naturalistic approaches to life on conceptions of value, science, and religion in the late nineteenth century, taking Friedrich Nietzsche as his point of departure. Woodford does an excellent job of showing how the concept of ‘life’ connects many strands of Nietzsche’s thought while also engaging a constellation of authors and their approaches.”—John H. Smith, University of California, Irvine

2018 208 p. 6 x 9

Karl Popper, Science and Enlightenment
Nicholas Maxwell

Could science, if properly understood, provide us with the methodological key to the salvation of humanity? That is a chief question coursing through the works of Karl Popper, who famously maintained that science cannot verify theories but only refute them, thereby bringing about progress. Nicholas Maxwell’s new book disputes this line of argument and calls for a new revolution in inquiry to help humanity advance towards a more civilized and enlightened world.

Distributed for UCL Press
2017 390 p. 6 x 9 1/4
102 Paper ISBN: 978-1-78735-041-0 $40.00 NAM Your Price: $32.00

Care and Cure
An Introduction to Philosophy of Medicine
Jacob Stegenga

“This is an exceptionally clear, accessible, and organized introduction to key concepts and central debates in the philosophy of medicine. There is as yet no single author, comprehensive introduction to this new field. Stegenga’s excellent book fills this lacuna.”—Any Plutynski, Washington University in St. Louis

“As an introductory text in the philosophy of medicine, Care and Cure offers a comprehensive overview of the field which is accessible to beginners in philosophy. . . . Well-written and well-structured, Stegenga’s book is a very welcome addition to the philosophy of medicine literature.”—Hane Maung, University of Manchester

2018 288 p. 6 x 9 2 tables

Unthought
The Power of the Cognitive Nonconscious
N. Katherine Hayles

2017 272 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone

Creatively Undecided
Toward a History and Philosophy of Scientific Agency
Menachem Fisch

2017 304 p. 6 x 9

New Edition
Nonsense on Stilts
Massimo Pigliucci

“Pigliucci’s book serves a seriously worthwhile purpose: that of giving you, the reader, tools and instructions for assembling your very own ‘baloney-detector.’ Armed with this, you stand a vastly improved chance of separating the wheat of reliable knowledge from the chaff of fashionable nonsense in your daily harvest of data.”—Times Higher Education, on the first edition

2018 336 p. 6 x 9
The Aesthetics of Meaning and Thought
The Bodily Roots of Philosophy, Science, Morality, and Art
Mark Johnson
Explores the aesthetic dimensions of our capacity for meaning, understanding, and reasoning. Johnson argues against the marginalization of the body and aesthetics alike in the Western philosophical tradition by situating both at the very heart of meaningful experience writ large. He shows how the body, with its sensations and feelings, lies at the heart of even the most abstract and complex intellectual and artistic achievements.

2018 304 p. 6 x 9

Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions at Fifty
Reflections on a Science Classic
Edited by Robert J. Richards and Lorraine Daston
“Few books leave a wake like physicist-turned-historian Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. These essays on that classic, edited by science historians Richards and Daston, emanate from a 2012 commemorative conference. It’s a scholarly treat, from George Reisch probing the cold-war roots of Kuhn’s provocations on dogma, to David Kaiser tracing the experimental psychology in his philosophical claims.”—Nature

2016 208 p. 6 x 9 20 halftones, 2 line drawings

The Wandering Mind
What the Brain Does When You’re Not Looking
Michael C. Corballis
“We spend at least half of our lives off-task, our minds wandering into distant, imaginary worlds. We’re taught from a young age that this is a bad habit. But Corballis argues that mind wandering isn’t just important for creativity—it’s an essential part of what makes humans unique.”—Focus

2015 184 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone
111 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-28719-5 $30.00 NZ Your Price: $24.00

The Truth about Language
What It Is and Where It Came From
Michael C. Corballis
“Using a wealth of well-researched anecdotes about Neanderthals, cave paintings, gesturing apes, and well-trained border collies (to name a few), Corballis exemplifies moments of the human and animal minds fine-tuning their abilities to communicate.”—Kirkus Reviews

2017 288 p. 6 x 9 10 halftones

Idealization and the Aims of Science
Angela Potochnik

2017 288 p. 6 x 9 2 halftones, 8 line drawings, 6 tables
112 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-50705-7 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Ethics and Practice in Science Communication
Edited by Susanna Priest, Jean Goodwin, and Michael F. Dahlstrom

2018 336 p. 6 x 9 3 tables

Most University of Chicago Press titles are also in e-book form. See Back cover.
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